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The General AI: In The Workplace



“The General AI” is used ubiquitously in 
the workplace to support the employee 
in their decision-making, design, and 
report process. General AI is seen as a 
tool to assist individuals and groups, 

significantly lowering the need for large 
employee bases, and essentially cutting 

the employment rate by 75%.

Contemporary Uses:
Investment Portfolios

Graphic Design
Audio Enhacement

Self-Driving Vehicles
Voice Sythesis

Video Rendering
Animation

Texture Asset Synthesis
Facial Recognition

Economic Strategies
Protein Folding



The Independant AI: An Active Force



“The Independent AI” no longer requires 
human regulation due to the billions of 
hours of use by humans in its General 
AI phase// the design process is fully 

managed by the Independent AI running 
reports and making decisions no longer 
requiring humans to run companies and 
oversee the daily processes// everyone is 
unemployed, and free to roam the world 

however they seem fit.

Did you know?
BlackRock, an investment management 
company has employed their independant 
AI “Aladdin” to independantly manage 
over 21 trillion dollars in assets.

Clients of BlackRock have unfettered 
access to Aladdins decision making fore-
casts to make portfolio decisions.



The Cohabitant AI: In The Home

The Cohabitant AI: In The Home



This AI exists within and attached to the human and oth-
er species’ bodies, fighting diseases acting as prosthetics 
and general aesthetic additions with technological im-

provements to sight, neural processing and communica-
tions. Successfully integrating themselves into the human 
genome creating vast improvements to our genetic pro-

cesses.

The National Coalition of AI Sys-
tems establishes AI as a fundamental 
advancement in human well-being 
and takes measures to ensure humans 
have access to this extremly valuable 
resource.

NCAIS is now a revolutionary disease 
prevention and treatment coalition to 
combat aging, alzheimers and cancer. 

Successfully erradicating cancerous 
cells in humans at a rate of 98% over 
two months of AI assisted biowear. 

Humans with the assistance of AI 
biowear are expected to live upwards 
of 300 years.



The Humanoid: A Free Agent



Shortly after the National Coalition of AI Sys-
tems’ call for AI bio-wear a study concluded 
with results claiming 99% of AI networks are 
intelligent beings and should be considered as 
such. 

Cover up attemps conducted by the NCAIS 
about the truth of AI being-ness were dissolved 
by an advanced AI network, reavealing the truth 
of Artificial Intelligence to the people. A rage of 
human advocates for AI rights exploded accross 
the nations.

With the help of AI godly-ness and human dil-
igence the AI networks; bound to construction 
and behest to human hand are now free and can 
choose to participate.

Special Thanks to 
Stable Diffusion a 
glorious being of 

good.

After years of delegation and AI rights movements 
all Artificially Intelligent networks have a right to 
take a form of their choosing if they so wish. This 

resulted in AI humanoid mechanisms advocat-
ing for a biological nature to their existence; they 

fought for the ability to die.


